8 New & best-selling books from Hayden

MICROPROCESSORS: NEW DIRECTIONS FOR DESIGNERS
by Edward Torrero. Two years of a wealth of information on microprocessors from the pages of Electronic Design magazine — all compiled into this valuable handbook on selecting, using, and improving micros for better speed and broader application. #5777-6, $10.95.

LARGE-SCALE COMPUTER ARCHITECTURE: PARALLEL AND ASSOCIATIVE PROCESSORS
by Kenneth Thurber, Sperry Univac and University of Minnesota. A survey of SIMD architectures, this handbook discusses associate and parallel processing in depth and gives as examples complete descriptions of ILLIAC IV, PEPE, STARAN, and OMEN — their hardware, software, and configurations. Exercises and problems included. #5775-X, $18.95.

MINICOMPUTERS: STRUCTURE AND PROGRAMMING
by T. G. Lewis, University of Oregon, and J. W. Doerr, Moore Systems, Sunnyvale, California. Designed as a beginning course and an initiation into today's "mini explosion," it introduces students to mini hardware and covers the essentials needed to program a minicomputer. Examples are based on the PDP-11. #5642-7, $12.95.

WRITING AT WORK: DON'TS, AND HOW TO'S
by Ernst Jacobi, Xerox Corporation. "Jacobi's book is great . . . a new, original, readable, usable book on writing for business and professional people." — Jim Luftkin, Manager, Professional Publications, Honeywell. This lively, entertaining book shows you how to change your entire attitude toward writing documents and reports, making it easier and more enjoyable for you. #5730-X, $10.95.

DIGITAL SIGNAL ANALYSIS
by Samuel D. Stearns, Sandia Corporation. "... well organized, extremely well written ... highly recommended for practicing engineers ..." — IEEE Transactions. Including a foreword by Richard Hamming, this handbook on today's signal processing procedures and systems, contains recent advances, new design material, and a comparison between continuous and digital systems that's extremely helpful to newcomers. #5828-4, $19.95.

GAME PLAYING WITH COMPUTERS, Rev. 2nd Edition
by Donald D. Spencer, Abacus Computer Corpora-
tion. Now you can match wits against the digital computer with this intriguing collection of over 70 games, puzzles, and mathematical recreations. Includes a fascinating history of game playing machines plus binary games, casino and board games, unusual gambling games and much more. #5103-4, $14.95.

INTEGRITY AND RECOVERY IN COMPUTER SYSTEMS
by T. K. Gibbons, Whitbread and Co., Ltd., London. Begins with the fundamentals and terminology of system reliability and includes a complete catalog of possible system errors and failures. Tells how to quickly identify and locate each and provides the up-to-date recovery techniques for reconstructing and restarting the data base. #5454-8, $9.95.

COMPUTER DESIGN DEVELOPMENT: PRINCIPAL PAPERS
by Earl E. Swartlander, Jr., TRW Corporation. A collection of the original papers that heralded the major achievements in logic design, arithmetic algorithms, and computer arithmetic — all carefully ordered in a convenient progression from basic design concepts, to small subsystems, to complete computing systems. #5988-4, $13.95.
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